In the ongoing programme to classify noncommutative projective surfaces (connected graded noetherian domains of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension three) a natural question is to determine the minimal models within any birational class.
Introduction
The classification of noetherian, connected graded domains R of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 3 (or the corresponding noncommutative surfaces, written qgr-R) is one of the major open problems in noncommutative algebraic geometry. This has been solved in many particular cases and those solutions have led to some fundamental advances in the subject; see, for example, [ATV1, RSS2, KRS, SmV, VB2, VB3] . In [Ar] , Artin conjectured that, birationally at least, there is a short list of such surfaces, with the generic case arising from a (three dimensional) Sklyanin algebra Skl, as defined in Example 5.1.
One natural approach to classifying noncommutative surfaces is to follow the commutative approach of, say, [Ha, Chapter V] . In this approach, one first classifies the minimal models within a birational class. It is then a consequence of the Néron-Severi theorem and Castelnuovo's contraction criterion that any smooth projective surface has a birational morphism to a minimal model; furthermore, any such morphism factorizes as a finite composition of monoidal transformations (blowdowns). In the noncommutative case such a theory is wide open, though appropriate analogues of blowing up and down and of Castelnuovo's criterion are understood; see, for example, [VB2, RSS2, RSS4] .
For rings birational to a Sklyanin algebra Skl, the natural candidates for minimal models are qgr-Skl itself, together with qgr-Q VdB for Van den Bergh's quadrics Q VdB (see Example 5.3 and [VB3] ). In this paper these algebras are always assumed to be infinite dimensional over their centres. We show that they are indeed minimal models and, indeed, they are minimal in a very strong sense. Translated into algebra, where one is interested in a maximality condition, this becomes: Let R be a Van den Bergh quadric or Sklyanin algebra. Then, up to taking Veronese subrings, any connected graded noetherian maximal order A Ě R with the same graded quotient ring as R is isomorphic to R.
To formalise these statements we need some definitions. In the paper, all rings will be algebras over a fixed algebraically closed field k, while in the introduction we also assume that k has characteristic zero. A k-algebra R is connected graded or cg if R " À ně0 R n is a finitely generated N-graded algebra with R 0 " k. For such a ring R, the category of graded noetherian right R-modules will be denoted gr-R with quotient category qgr-R obtained by quotienting out the Serre subcategory of finite dimensional modules. An effective intuition is to regard qgr-R as the category of coherent sheaves on the (nonexistent) space ProjpRq. The graded quotient ring Q gr pRq of R is obtained by inverting the non-zero homogeneous elements and two such domains R and S are birational if Q gr pRq 0 -Q gr pSq 0 .
It will also be convenient to work with the following general class of algebras. An elliptic algebra is a cg domain T containing a distinguished central element g P T 1 so that T {gT is isomorphic to a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring B " BpE, N , τ q, where E is an elliptic curve equipped with an ample invertible sheaf N of degree ě 2 and an infinite order automorphism τ . See Section 2 for more details. For example, the Veronese rings T " Skl p3q and T " Q VdB p2q are elliptic; the Veronese ring is needed to ensure that the central element has degree one, but this is a fairly harmless change since qgr-Sqgr-T for S " Skl, respectively Q VdB .
The appropriate notion of blowing down an elliptic algebra T has been studied in [RSS4] . In brief, define a cyclic graded right T -module L to be a line module if has the Hilbert series p1´tq´2 of krx, ys. Then [RSS4, Theorem 1.4] shows that one can blow down or contract any line module L satisfying the noncommutative notion of self-intersection p´1q; that is, pL¨Lq " ř 8 n"0 p´1q n`1 dim Ext n qgr-T pL, Lq "´1. This gives an elliptic algebra T 1 T such that T 1 {T -À ně1 Lr´ns. See [RSS4] for the precise statement and a more detailed discussion of the concept.
This of course raises the question of what is the appropriate definition of a minimal model. Since contracting a curve corresponds to taking a certain overring within the graded quotient ring, any noncommutative analogue of a minimal surface should be an algebra with few overrings: that is, a maximal subalgebra of its graded quotient ring in the appropriate sense. Our main result is that the algebras T of interest satisfy a particularly strong maximality property, and so we will take this property as our definition.
Definition 1.1. Given an elliptic algebra T , with its central element g P T 1 , write T pgq for the localisation obtained by inverting the homogeneous elements from T gT . Then a minimal (noncommutative) elliptic surface is an elliptic algebra T which has the property that, if R is a cg noetherian algebra with T Ď R Ă T pgq , then T " R.
This definition is so strong that one may wonder if there are any minimal elliptic surfaces at all; for example, in the commutative case rings like krx, y, zs and krx, y, zs p3q have many cg noetherian overrings. In contrast, in the noncommutative setting minimal elliptic surfaces do exist, as our main theorem shows. Theorem 1.2 relies crucially on the fact that T as in the theorem has no line modules, and is thus a noncommutative analogue of the classical statement that a smooth projective surface without rational curves of self-intersection p´1q is a minimal model.
We note that Theorem 1.2 easily lifts to give the analogous result for the original rings Skl and Q VdB . Let T be one of the algebras from the last theorem, or indeed any minimal elliptic surface, with its central element g P T 1 . Then there always exist cg noetherian overrings of T with the same graded quotient ring.
Indeed, for any integer n ě 2 one has T kxT n g 1´n y. This is of course a rather "cheap" counterexample since after a change of grading, kxT n g 1´n y -T pnq under the homomorphism xg 1´n Þ Ñ x for x P T n . As we next discuss, rings like this are essentially the only other cg noetherian overrings of T .
In the next result, a Z-graded Goldie domain U is a maximal order if it satisfies the following condition: If V is a Z-graded k-algebra with U Ď V Ă Q gr pU q that satisfies aV b Ď U for some a, b P U t0u, then V " U .
This condition is equivalent to its ungraded analogue and is the appropriate noncommutative analogue of an integrally closed domain. We note that elliptic algebras are maximal orders by [RSS3, Proposition 2.4] .
Theorem 1.4. (See Theorem 6.1). Let T be any minimal elliptic surface, with central element g P T 1 , and let R be a cg noetherian k-algebra with T Ď R Ă Q gr pT q. If R is a maximal order, then R pmq -T pnq for some integers m, n ě 1. The analogous theorem also holds for the rings Skl and Q VdB .
We conjecture the noetherian hypothesis in Theorem 1.4 is unnecessary; see Conjecture 6.6. We also believe that the full list of minimal models will consist of qgr-R for R " Skl and R " Q VdB , as above, together with their Veronese rings and certain endomorphism algebras; see Remark 6.9.
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1.2 is as follows. The starting point is that, by Lemma 5.12, T has no line modules to blow down. But suppose that T does have a noetherian cg overring T R Ă T pgq . Form the localisation R˝" Rrg´1s 0 T˝. In the cases of interest, one can always reduce to the case when T˝is simple and is either hereditary or has a mild singularity. For simplicity assume that T˝is hereditary; the argument is easiest to explain here but does still give the general idea. Also, after possibly replacing R by a harmless, finitely generated extension one can assume that R " ΦpR˝q " À nPZ ta P pT pgn : ag´n P R˝u (see Lemma 2.17). Now pick a simple submodule N " M{T˝Ď R˝{T˝. One can show that M " M˝for some module M Ě T such that N " M {T is a 2-critical T -module with N˝-N. Since N cannot be a line module, one proves that there are many copies of submodules of N inside Q gr pT q{T , one of which, say N 1 " M 1 {T , is not contained in R{T . However, one still has pN 1 q˝-N -N˝. Now, as T˝is hereditary, a classic result of Goodearl [Go] shows that R˝will be a torsion-theoretic localisation of T˝. This means that R˝{T˝will contain all possible copies of N˝and in particular pN 1 q˝. In other words, pM 1 q˝Ď R˝and hence M 1 Ď ΦpR˝q " R, giving the required contradiction.
We remark that finitely generated but non-noetherian cg overrings of minimal elliptic surfaces T obviously exist (just take the ring R generated by T and some homogeneous element of positive degree from T pgq ).
However, the resulting ring has many unpleasant properties (see, for example, Proposition 3.7). Moreover (except for trivial overrings like R " kxT n g 1´n y), the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension GKdim R must jump: if R is a cg noetherian ring with T R Ă T pgq , then GKdim R ě 4 ą 3 " GKdim T (see Corollary 7.7).
In the commutative case, it is a standard consequence of the Néron-Severi theorem and Castelnuovo's contraction criterion that any birational morphism of smooth surfaces factorizes as a finite composition of monoidal transformations. In the final section of the paper we use the techniques from the proof of Theorem 1.2, together with the noncommutative version of Castelnuovo's contraction criterion from [RSS4] , to give a noncommutative analogue of this result. Theorem 1.5. (See Corollary 8.3) Let T be an elliptic algebra where the associated invertible sheaf N has degree ě 3 and assume that T˝" T rg´1s 0 is hereditary. Let T Ď R Ă T pgq be any noetherian cg overring.
Then there is a module-finite ring extension R Ď R 1 such that R 1 is obtained from T by blowing down finitely many line modules L of self-intersection pL¨Lq "´1.
Generalities
Fix an algebraically closed base field k of arbitrary characteristic. In this section, let T be an elliptic algebra with graded quotient ring Q gr pT q -Drg, g´1s. Thus T {gT -B " BpE, M, τ q is a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring, or TCR, over the elliptic curve E. Here B " À B n , where B n " H 0 pE, M n q and M n "
M b¨¨¨b M τ n´1 , with the natural multiplication. We say that E is the elliptic curve associated to T (or B) and define the degree of T to be the degree of the line bundle M. For convenience we assume that deg M ě 2 so that B and T are generated in degree 1. In this section we give the basic definitions required for the paper and provide a number of technical results on the structure of modules over an elliptic algebra T and cg rings R Ě T .
Definition 2.1. First, it is convenient to weaken the concept of a cg algebra. Define a Z-graded k-algebra R to be finitely graded if dim k R n ă 8 for all n and R n " 0 for some n ą 0 (the final condition is included since it is convenient to exclude rings graded by´N). Obviously cg algebras, as defined in the introduction, are finitely graded.
Remark 2.2. The following observation will be used several times. Suppose that R is a Z-graded domain with dim k R n ě 2 for some n ě 0 (as is always the case in this paper). If R is not N-graded, say with R´a " 0, then pR´aq n pR n q a contains an element α P R 0 k and so R 0 contains the polynomial ring krαs. Thus R is not finitely graded. Equivalently, if R is finitely graded then R is necessarily N-graded with R 0 " k.
In a similar vein, if R is a noetherian N-graded k-algebra with R 0 " k, then generators of the R-module R ě1 also generate R as an algebra. Thus R is cg.
We next review some important homological conditions. Throughout Hom R pM, N q and Ext i R pM, N q will denote the given groups in the category of R-modules. When M and N are finitely generated Z-graded modules over an N-graded ring R, these carry a natural Z-gradation. Definition 2.3. A ring A is called Auslander-Gorenstein if (i) injdimpAq ă 8, in the sense that A has finite injective dimension on both left and right;
(ii) if 0 ď p ă q and M is a finitely generated A-module, then Ext p A pN, Aq " 0 for every submodule N of Ext q A pM, Aq. Write GKdimpM q for the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of an A-module M , as in [KL] . Let A be an noetherian Auslander-Gorenstein k-algebra with GKdimpAq ă 8. For an A-module M , write jpM q " mintr : Ext r A pM, Aq " 0u for the homological grade of M . The algebra A is called Cohen-Macaulay (or CM), provided that jpM q`GKdimpM q " GKdimpAq holds for every finitely generated A-module M . The module M is then called Cohen-Macaulay (or CM), if Ext r A pM, Aq " 0 for all r ‰ jpM q. Note that an elliptic algebra is always Auslander-Gorenstein and CM by [RSS3, Proposition 2.4 ].
Let M " À nPZ M n be a Z-graded module over a cg ring R of finite Gelfand-Kirillov dimension such that dim k M n ă 8 for all n. Then M is called d-pure if GKdim M " GKdim N " d for all non-zero submodules N Ď M . The Hilbert series of M is defined to be hilb M " À nPZ pdim k M n qt n . Finally, M is a linear module if M " M 0 R, with hilbpM q " p1´tq´p for some p ą 0. When p " 1, respectively 2, the module M is called a point module, respectively a line module. If R is also an elliptic algebra, then M is called torsion or Goldie torsion if, for all m P M there exists t P R t0u with mt " 0. We say that M is g-torsion if for all m P M one has mg n " 0 for some n ě 0. The terms Goldie torsionfree and g-torsionfree then have their expected meaning. If M is a graded R-module and n P Z, define M rns "
Lemma 2.4. Let B " BpE, L, τ q be a TCR over an elliptic curve E with deg L ě 2.
(1) B is Auslander-Gorenstein, CM and generated by B 1 as an algebra.
( Remark 2.6. In the lemma above, we write P ppq for the T {T g-point module parameterised by p P E; we shall not need the details of this parameterisation. The number d is written d " dpM q. (once again, that result assumes that deg L ě 3, but the proof also works when deg L " 2).
Notation 2.7. Given a right module M over an elliptic algebra T , set E 11 pM q " Ext 1 T pExt 1 T pM, T q, T q. Recall that T˝" T rg´1s 0 " Ť ně0 T n g´n and that M˝" M rg´1s 0 -pM b T T rg´1sq 0 . In order to avoid repetition, we always assume that critical T -modules are both finitely generated and graded.
Lemma 2.8. Let M be a 2-critical, g-torsionfree right module over an elliptic algebra T . Then Proposition 2.10. Let T be an elliptic algebra, with a finitely graded overring T R Ď T pgq . Assume that T˝is simple and fix a simple T˝-submodule S of R˝{T˝. Then there is a 2-critical g-torsionfree T -module M with minti : M i ‰ 0u " 0 such that M˝" S. Moreover, in the notation of Lemma 2.5 either (1) dpM q " 1 and M is a line module, or
(2) dpM q ą 1 in which case there exists a second extension T L Ď T pgq such that L˝{T˝-S but L r T r for some r ď 0.
Remark 2.11. The significance of this result is that, for the algebras T of interest, one can prove that the module L will also be contained in the given overring R. By Remark 2.2, this contradicts the fact that R is finitely graded and proves that T has no proper overrings that are also elliptic.
Proof. Write S -T˝{I for some right ideal I and set I " À nPN tx P T n : xg´n P I u. Thus I is a graded right ideal of T such that I˝" I and so pT {Iq˝-S. By construction, M " T {I is g-torsionfree.
If GKdimpM q " 1 then, by the proof of [ATV2, Proposition 7.5], S " M˝would be finite-dimensional, contradicting the simplicity of T˝. Thus GKdimpM q " 2. Indeed, we claim that M is 2-critical. To see this, suppose that M has a proper factor T {J with GKdimpT {Jq " 2; we may assume that T {J is 2-critical. Then, by the definition of I, this forces J˝" T˝and hence J Ě g n T for some n. By [ATV2, Proposition 2.36(vi)], T {J has a prime annihilator and hence J Ě gT . Since B " T {gT is 2-critical, this implies that gT " J Ą I. This is impossible by the definition of I and implies that M is 2-critical.
By Lemma 2.8, it is harmless to replace M by E 11 pM q and so M now has the properties described by that lemma. Note that M g -M r´1s and so M˝-M rns˝for all n P Z. Thus we may also replace M by some shift M rns and assume that minti : M i ‰ 0u " 0. By Lemma 2.5 M {M g has a filtration with d " dpM q shifted point module subfactors. If d " 1, then M {M g is a shifted point module, and so M has the Hilbert series s m {p1´sq 2 of a shifted line module. Since minti : M i ‰ 0u " 0, actually M has Hilbert series 1{p1´sq 2 . Since M {M g is cyclic, so is M and hence M is a line module.
So suppose that d ě 2. Let the point modules in the filtration of M {M g be tP pp i qrm i s : 1 ď i ď du.
Since minti : pM {M gq i ‰ 0u " 0, necessarily m i " 0 for some i. It may be that m j ă 0 for some j, which is fine. If this is not the case, then m i " 0 for all 1 ď i ď d. In this case, we can, by Lemma 2.9, replace M by a second module with all of the properties of M except that now m d " 0 and m i ă 0 for 1 ď i ď d´1.
By Lemma 2.5, Ext 1
T pM, T q has Hilbert series ř d i"1 s mi`1 {p1´sq 2 . By construction, some m i ă 0 and so writing this Hilbert series as ř nPZ c n s n , we have c n ą 0 for some n ď 0. Fixing such an n, there therefore exists 0 ‰ θ P Ext 1 T pM, T q n " Ext 1 T pM, T rnsq 0 " Ext 1 T pM r´ns, T q 0 . Then θ corresponds to a (necessarily nonsplit) graded exact sequence 0 Ñ T Ñ X Ñ M r´ns Ñ 0 for some module X. Now T is Auslander-Gorenstein and CM by [Rg, Theorem 6 .3] and so Ext 1 T pN, T q " 0 for any module N with GKdimpN q ď 1. Since M r´ns is 2-critical, it follows easily that the extension T ãÑ X is essential. Thus we may embed T X Q gr pT q, the graded quotient ring of T . Since M r´ns is g-torsionfree, but (Goldie) torsion, it follows that, for any x P X there exists t P T gT such that xt P T . In other words, X Ď T pgq .
Finally, X{T -M r´ns, and since M˝-S, one also has M r´ns˝-S. However, pX{T q n " M r´ns n "
M 0 " 0 with n ď 0, as required.
The main results of this paper will also cover non-elliptic algebras and we end the section with some technical results needed for this more general case.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose that A is a cg k-algebra that is a domain with GKdim A " 2 and graded quotient ring G 1 " Q gr pAq. Assume that G 1 ãÑ G " kpEqrt, t´1; τ s with |τ | " 8.
Let tQpiq : i ě 0u be an ascending chain of graded A-sub-bimodules of G that are finitely generated as both left and right A-modules. Then the chain is eventually stationary.
Proof. It does no harm to replace A by some Veronese ring A pnq , and thereby assume that A " A pnq , with dim k A n ě 2. We will not, however, change the grading on A. We now claim:
Claim 2.13. A Ď Z " BpE 1 , L, τ 1 q, for some invertible sheaf L over an elliptic curve E 1 with deg L ě 2 and |τ 1 | " 8. This embedding may be chosen so that Z is a noetherian left A-module.
Proof of the claim: The hypotheses of [AS, Theorem 5.9 ] are satisfied for A, and there is an embedding A Ď Z " BpE 1 , L, τ 1 q Ď Q gr pAq for some ample invertible sheaf L over some smooth curve E 1 for which Z is a finitely generated left A-module. Note that our choice of grading implies that Z " pZq pnq with dim k Z n ě 2.
Thus deg L ě 2.
By [Sc, Theorem 34] , the full division ring of fractions F " FrpGq is finitely generated as both a left and right module over F 1 " FrpAq. As in the proof of [RSS1, Proposition 2.6], it follows that E 1 must be elliptic with |τ 1 | " 8. Thus the claim is proven.
We return to the proof of the lemma. Since the Goldie rank of the Qpiq as left A-modules is bounded above by the finite Goldie rank of F as a left F 1 -module, we can remove a finite number of terms and assume that the Goldie rank of the A Qpiq is constant. In particular, each Xpiq " QpiqZ{Qp0qZ is torsion as a left A-module. Note that, as A Z is finitely generated, so is each QpiqZ as a left A-module. Similarly, since the Qpiq are finitely generated as right A-modules, each QpiqZ is a finitely generated right Z-module.
Write Xpiq " ř m j"1 x j Z for some x j ; thus Kpiq " ℓ-Ann A pXpiqq " [AS, Proposition 6.5(2) ] implies that dim k A{Kpiq ă 8. In particular, as the Xpiq are finitely generated left A{Kpiq-modules it follows that each Xpiq is finite dimensional. Now consider the QpiqZ as right Z-modules. Since deg L ě 2, Lemma 2.4 implies that Z is Auslander-Gorenstein and CM. By construction, each QpiqZ is also torsionfree as a right Z-module. Thus, by [Le, (4.6.6) and Remark 5.8(4)], there is a unique largest essential extension Y of Qp0qZ by finite dimensional right Zmodules. By its construction in [Le] , Y is finitely generated and hence noetherian as a right Z-module. As such, Y {Qp0qZ is finite dimensional, say with right annihilator L. Since Qp0qZ is a left A-module it follows that, for any a P A, the right Z-module`aY`Qp0qZ˘{Qp0qZ is also killed by L and hence is also finite dimensional. Hence aY Ď Y and so Y " AY is actually a left A-module. In particular, as Y {Qp0qZ is finite dimensional, Y is finitely generated as both a right Z-module and a left A-module.
Finally, as the Xpiq are finite dimensional, each QpiqZ and hence each Qpiq lies in Y . Since A is noetherian by [AS, Theorem 0.4] , it follows that the union Z " Ť n Qpnq is also a noetherian left A-module. Thus, the chain tQpnqu must be eventually stationary.
Definition 2.14. For any graded vector subspace X Ď T pgq , the g-divisible hull of X is defined to be (2.15) p X " tt P T pgq |tg n P X for some n P Nu.
We say that
However, even if (say) X is a cg k-algebra, there is no reason for p X to be cg or even finitely graded.
For any elliptic algebra Q, the fact that gQ is completely prime quickly implies that Q is g-divisible.
We next prove an important technical result, Lemma 2.17, which should be compared with [RSS2, Proposition 8.7(2)]. The latter proposition proved a similar result in the case when R Ď T . We begin with a preliminary result.
Lemma 2.16. Let E be an elliptic curve, with an infinite order automorphism σ. Let y P kpEq and let V be a k-subspace of kpEq with 2 ď dim V ă 8. Then dimpV`yV σ q ą dim V .
Proof. Write V¨O E for the (invertible) subsheaf of the constant sheaf kpEq generated by V . Concretely,
As deg D V ě dim V ě 2 and σ is an infinite-order translation, OpD V q σ ≇ OpD V q, and thus yV σ ‰ V . The result follows.
Lemma 2.17. Suppose that T is an elliptic algebra and let R be a noetherian cg algebra with R Ď pT pgpnq for some n ě 1. Assume that g n P R but that R k`gT pgq . Then both p R and R 1 " p p Rq pnq are noetherian as left and right R-modules, with g mn R 1 Ď R for some m. In particular, p R and R 1 are noetherian cg k-algebras while R 1 is a equivalent order to R.
Proof. In this result, we regard pT pgpnq as a subalgebra of T and do not change the grading. Since R k`gT pgq , there exists some x P R an gT . For the moment consider U " R panq , which is also noetherian by [AS, Lemma 4.10(2) ]. Suppose that p U is noetherian as both a left and a right U -module. Note that if r P R ns then rg nℓ P U for the appropriate ℓ and so R Ď p U and hence p R " p U . Thus p R is a noetherian module over both U and R. Therefore, we may replace R by U and n by an and assume that there exists
x P R n gT .
Next, set C " Rrgs. Since g n P R, this is certainly a noetherian R-module with p C " p R. Moreover, since R Ď pT pgpnq , clearly C pnq " Rrg n s " R. By [AS, Lemma 4.10(3) ], again, we need only prove that p C pnq is a noetherian R-module. Note, also, that
The next sublemma provides the strategy for the proof of the lemma.
Sublemma 2.19. In the above notation, suppose that Qprq " Qpr`1q for r ě r 0 . Then p C is an equivalent order to C and is noetherian as a one-sided C-module.
Proof of the Sublemma. The proof is essentially the same as the second paragraph of the proof of [RSS2, Proposition 8.7(1)], although for the reader's convenience we include a proof here.
for some such m. Choose py, xq with this property for which x has minimal degree. This ensures that y R g m`1 T pgq , since otherwise one could write y " g m`1 x 1 with degpx 1 q " degpxq´1. Note that, as g m x P p C, certainly g m`ℓ x P C for some ℓ, and so x P p C. Therefore, we can write x " rx`gT pgq s as x " w for some w P g´ρC X T pgq . Thus g m w " g m´ρ pg ρ wq P C. Moreover, x´w " gt for some t P T pgq and so
Here, deg t " deg x´1 and so, by the inductive hypothesis for py, xq, we obtain g m`1 t P C. In other words, g m x " g m w`g m`1 t P C; a contradiction. Thus the claim is proven.
By the claim, I " p C X g ρ T pgq is a non-zero ideal of both C and p C. As g p C " p C X gT pgq , an easy induction
Returning to the proof of the lemma, note that, by assumption, there exists 0 " x P B n . Suppose first that dim k Qpiq j ď 1 for all i, j. As B and the Qpiq are contained in the domain T pgq {gT pgq -kpEqrz, z´1; τ s, this implies that B contains the domain krxs, over which Z " Ť Qpiq satisfies dim k Z n ď 1 for all n ě 0. As such, Z is finitely generated as a B-module. In particular, Qprq " Qpr`1q for all r " 0 and so the lemma follows from Sublemma 2.19. (In fact a little more work shows that this case cannot happen.)
We may therefore assume that there exists i, j ě 1 such that V " Qpiq j has dim V ě 2. We next show that this implies that GKdim B " GKdim C " 2. Since C pnq " R, clearly pCq pnq " R pnq " B, and so it suffices to prove that GKdim C " 2. Note that, as C is a noetherian R-module, each Qpiq is finitely generated as a C-module and hence as both an R-module and a B-module on either side. Now Qpiq k`n Ě xQpiq k`Q piq k x for all k P Z. Since each Qpiq Ď kpEqrz, z´1; τ n s, we may apply Lemma 2.16 with σ " τ n , to show that dim Qpiq j`na ě dim V`a for all a ě 1. Hence GKdim Qpiq ě 2. As Qpiq is a finitely generated left and right C-module it follows that GKdim B " GKdim C ě 2.
Conversely, we know that C is a noetherian, cg subalgebra of T pgq {gT pgq -kpEqrz, z´1; τ s, and hence of kpEqrz; τ s. It is therefore a finitely generated algebra by the graded Nakayama's Lemma. Thus, by [AS, Theorem 0.1], GKdim C ď 2. Combined with the last paragraph, this implies that GKdim B "
GKdim C " 2.
We can now apply Lemma 2.12 to the objects
Thus, by that result, Qprq " Qpr`1q for all r " 0. Since R Ď R 1 Ď C 1 , the lemma follows from Sublemma 2.19.
3. Overrings of locally simple elliptic algebras.
In this section we begin to work towards Theorem 1.2. We fix an elliptic algebra T Ă T pgq with factor B " T {gT and localisation T˝" T rg´1s 0 and then isolate conditions that preclude the existence of proper noetherian cg overrings of T . These involve slightly awkward conditions (see Hypothesis 3.1) that will be refined in later sections.
We first comment on the title to this section: we define T , or any other elliptic algebra, to be locally simple if the localisation T˝is a simple ring. The intuition behind this term is that if one regards qgr-T as the category of coherent sheaves on the noncommutative (and non-existent) projective variety Proj T then mod-T˝corresponds to SpecpProj T Eq, which is the smallest nonempty open subset of Proj T .
Hypothesis 3.1. Assume that:
(1) The ring T˝is a simple domain with division ring of fractions FrpT˝q.
(2) There is a fixed Z-graded overring T R Ď T pgq and a fixed simple right T˝-module S Ď R˝{T˝.
(3) There exists an extension 0 Ñ S Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ 0 of right T˝-modules of finite length such that:
(a) X " XpSq has finite projective dimension;
(4) S cannot be written as the localisation S " L˝of a T -line module L.
We make a few comments about these hypotheses. First, we do not assume here that XpSq is unique.
However, if pdpSq ă 8, in which case (3) holds automatically, we always set XpSq " S. Finally, note that the hypotheses imply that S is essential in X.
We first note some elementary properties of modules over rings of injective dimension one.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a noetherian prime ring of injective dimension one. Then
(1) Every torsionfree, finitely generated right A-module P of finite projective dimension is projective.
(2) Every finitely generated torsionfree and every finitely generated torsion A-module is CM.
Proof.
(1) Embed P into a finitely generated, free right A-module F and set M " F {P . Then n " pdpM q ă 8, say with Ext n A pM, N q " 0 for some finitely generated module N . If A m ։ N then, from the usual long exact sequence in cohomology, Ext n A pM, A m q " 0, as well. Thus n ď 1 by hypothesis and so P is projective.
(2) If M is a finitely generated torsion right A-module then Ext n A pM, Aq " 0 if and only if n " 1. If P is a torsionfree right A-module, as in the proof of (1) embed P into a free right A-module F of minimal rank and apply the first sentence to M " F {P .
We next apply these properties to localisations of elliptic algebras. (1) T˝has injective dimension injdimpT˝q " 1.
(2) Every torsionfree, finitely generated right T˝-module P of finite projective dimension is projective.
(3) Every finitely generated torsionfree and every finitely generated torsion T˝-module is CM.
(4) In particular, if T˝satisfies the conditions of Hypothesis 3.1, then pdpXq " 1.
Proof. By [RSS1, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2], T˝-T {pg´1qT , which has a natural filtration Λ induced from the graded structure of T . As such, the associated graded ring gr Λ T -T {gT " B. By [Le, Theorem 6.6] , B is Auslander-Gorenstein and CM of injective dimension 2. Thus, by [Bj, Theorem 4 .1 and its proof], T˝is also Auslander-Gorenstein and CM with injdimpT˝q ď 2. Now for (1), if T˝is simple, it has no finite dimensional modules, so the CM condition easily implies that Ext 2 T˝p M, T˝q " 0 for all finitely generated right T˝-modules M , and hence that injdimpT˝q ă 2, as required. Parts (2) and (3) follow from (1) combined with Lemma 3.2, while (4) is immediate from (2). We give a general lemma on torsionfree extensions, which we will use several times below.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be a prime right noetherian ring and let L be an essential submodule of the finitely
Aq be the map induced from the inclusion L Ď M . As α is surjective by the assumption on M {L, if we regard X as an element of Ext 1 A pL, Aq, then there exists Y P α´1pXq. We may assume that A Ď X Ď Y . Let Z be the torsion submodule of Y , and suppose Z ‰ 0. Because X is torsionfree, Z X X " 0. Thus pZ`Aq X X " pZ X Xq`A " A. Now Y {A Ě pZ`Aq{A ‰ 0 and X{A -L is essential in Y {A -M , from which it follows that`pZ`Aq{A˘X X{A ‰ 0 . Thus pZ`Aq X X A, a contradiction.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that T R satisfy Hypothesis 3.1. Let R˝Ě C Ą T˝be a (torsionfree) T˝-module such that C{T˝-S. Then there exists a projective T˝-module q C such that FrpT˝q Ą q C Ě C and q C{T˝-XpSq.
Proof. If C is projective then pdpSq ă 8 and X " S. Thus q C " C, which is automatically projective, as required. So assume that C is not projective.
Take the short exact sequence 0 ÝÑ S a ÝÑ X b ÝÑ Y ÝÑ 0 given by Hypothesis 3.1, noting that S is essential in X. By Lemma 3.3 , A " T˝has injective dimension 1 and so, by Lemma 3.4, C lifts to an extension 0 Ñ T˝Ñ M Ñ X Ñ 0, for which M is torsionfree. This also implies that there is a natural embedding M ãÑ FrpT˝q extending the embedding of C. By Lemma 3.3, q C " M is projective.
Notation 3.6. Let M be a T˝-submodule of FrpT˝q. Following [RSS2, Section 7, p.2099] we define ΦM " À nPZ pΦMq n , where pΦMq n " ta P pT pgn : ag´n P Mu. As T is g-divisible, it is immediate that T " ΦpT˝q and hence that ΦM is a T -module. We remark that [RSS2] used Ω in place of Φ, but in this paper Ω will be reserved for another more longstanding construction.
Let X be a T -submodule of T pgq and recall the definition of the g-divisible hull p X from Definition 2.14.
We note that p X " ΦpX˝q.
We are now ready to prove the first main result on the non-existence of finitely graded overrings; indeed the main theorems from the introduction will ultimately reduce to this case. We note that the idea of the proof originates in Goodearl's result [Go, Theorem 5 ] that overrings of HNP rings are localisations.
Proposition 3.7. Assume that T R satisfies the conditions of Hypothesis 3.1.
then dim R 0 " 8. If R is finitely graded, then R is not noetherian.
Proof. Suppose first R is finitely graded and noetherian. Then, by Lemma 2.17, p R is a finitely generated right (and left) R-module and so p R is also finitely graded. Thus it suffices to replace R by p R and prove that dim R 0 " 8. Note that, by construction, p R˝" R˝and so Hypothesis 3.1 is not affected by this change.
It is immediate that ΦpR˝q " p R " R. Now let T˝Ă C Ă R˝be a T˝-module with C{T˝-S. By Hypothesis 3.1(4), Proposition 2.10(2) applies and provides a T -module extension T D Ď T pgq with D˝{T˝-S. Moreover, D can be chosen so that D r T r for some r ď 0. Let D " D˝.
Apply Lemma 3.5. This provides extensions
such that C{T˝" Socp q C{T˝q and D{T˝" Socp q D{T˝q and there is an isomorphism
(If S and hence C have finite projective dimension then X " S whence q C " C and q D " D. In this case the desired properties hold tautologically.)
Let π 1 : q C Ñ q C{T˝and π 2 : q D Ñ q D{T˝be the natural projections. By Lemma 3.5, q C is projective, and so the isomorphism χ lifts to a T˝-module homomorphism ξ : q C Ñ q D making the following diagram commute.
As q C and q D are submodules of FrpT˝q, ξ is given by left multiplication by an element x P FrpT˝q. Since χπ 1 pT˝q " 0 the commutativity of (3.8) implies that π 2 ξpT˝q " 0 and ξpT˝q Ď T˝. In other words, x P T˝.
Next, since C{T˝" Socp q C{T˝q, and π 2 ξ " χπ 1 is surjective, the map ξ must map C to the preimage of the simple socle Socp q D{T˝q " D{T˝. Consequently, D{T˝" pxC`T˝q{T˝. In particular, since R˝is a ring, D " pxC`T˝q Ď xR˝`T˝Ď R˝. Since D " D˝, it follows that D Ď ΦpR˝q " R, and so, by Remark 2.2, dim R 0 " 8.
We remark that in the penultimate sentence of the proof of Proposition 3.7 one needs only that R˝is a T˝-bimodule. In other words, the argument above proves the following statement. Since the result will not be used in the paper, the details are left to the interested reader.
Corollary 3.9. Assume that T R satisfies the conditions of Hypothesis 3.1. Let E Ď FrpT˝q be the maximal extension of T˝by a direct sum of copies of S, and note that E is a T˝-bimodule. Then E{T˝is simple as a T˝-bimodule.
Algebras with A 1 singularities
In the next section we will show that Proposition 3.7 can be applied to show that the quadric algebras Q defined by Van den Bergh in [VB3] are indeed minimal elliptic surfaces. The corresponding algebra Qw ill either have finite global dimension or be simple with a mild singularity. In this section we prepare for the latter case by studying arbitrary elliptic algebras T for which T˝has such a singularity. The relevant definitions are as follows. By [Bu, Theorem 4.4 .1], SingpAq is triangulated with the inverse of the homological shift Σ given by the syzygy functor Ω.
We say that A has an A 1 singularity if SingpAq is triangle equivalent to the category of k-vector spaces Vect (necessarily with trivial homological shift). If char k ‰ 2, then the Kleinian singularity krrx, yss C2 has an A 1 singularity, whence the name.
In the next few results, we give some basic properties of rings with A 1 singularities. (1) There exist an integer s ě 0 and finitely generated projective right A-modules A and B such that
(2) There exist a projective right A-module L and a short exact sequence 0 Ñ N Ñ L Ñ N Ñ 0. In particular, this is true for N " M.
Proof. We may assume that SingpAq is nontrivial.
(1) By Remark 4.2(a) there exists s ě 0 such that N -M psq in SingpAq. Now apply [AB, Proposition 1.44 (4)].
(2) The result is trivial if N is projective, so assume not. Pick an isomorphism N -M psq in SingpAq by Part (1) and note that s ě 1 as N is not projective. Choose a surjection χ : P Ñ N where P is a finitely generated projective module and set N 1 " Kerpχq. By Remark 4.2(c), N 1 -pΩMq psq -M psq -N in SingpAq.
Thus there are projective modules A and B so that
From the short exact sequence 0 Ñ N 1 Ñ P Ñ N Ñ 0 we obtain a short exact sequence
By the previous paragraph, this induces an exact sequence
Set L " pP ' Aq{αpBq. Then
Finally, by its initial construction pdpLq ď 1 and from the last displayed equation it follows that L is torsionfree. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, L is projective, as required.
Lemma 4.4. Let A be a prime noetherian ring of injective dimension 1 that is either hereditary or has an
Then either pdpSq ă 8 or there exists a finitely generated right A-module X " XpSq of finite projective dimension for which there exists an extension
Proof. We may assume that pdpSq " 8. By Lemma 4.3(2) we have a short exact sequence
with L projective and the C i being the two copies of C. The natural inclusion of A into C 2 lifts to a monomorphism θ : A Ñ L. Thus if ιpAq is the given copy of A inside C 1 then ιpAq ' θpAq Ă L. Clearly,
is a homomorphic image of C 1 {ιpAq -S. Since S is simple and Z " 0, this implies that Z -S.
Finally, consider X " L{ pιpAq ' θpAqq. Then, clearly pdpXq ď 1, while the last paragraph ensures that there is the required short exact sequence 0 Ñ S Ñ X Ñ S Ñ 0.
Applying the results of this section to elliptic algebras we obtain our first result on minimal elliptic surfaces:
Theorem 4.5. Let T be an elliptic algebra with localisation T˝. Assume that T˝is a simple ring and that either T˝is hereditary or T˝has an A 1 singularity. Further assume that T has no line modules. Then T is a minimal elliptic surface.
More generally, let T Ď R Ď T pgq be a graded overring. Then:
(1) if either p R is finitely graded or R is both finitely graded and noetherian, then R " T ;
(2) if T ‰ R and R " p R is g-divisible, then dim R 0 " 8. We note the following curious consequence of the theorem, which seems to us a strikingly weird result:
Corollary 4.6. Let T be as in Theorem 4.5 and let R " T xxy for any homogeneous x P T pgq gT pgq of positive degree. Then
(1) R is not noetherian;
(2) p R 0 is infinite dimensional.
Finally, we note for future reference the following sufficient condition, due to Simon Crawford, for when a ring has an A 1 singularity. Note that the hypothesis that M is a generator is automatic if A is simple. If A has an MCM right module M which is a generator such that gldim End A pM q ď 2 and End A pM q "
End A pM q{M M˚-k, then gldim A " 8 and A has an A 1 singularity.
Sklyanin algebras and Van den Bergh quadrics
In this section we apply Theorem 4.5 to some well-known elliptic algebras T : Sklyanin algebras and the quadric surfaces defined by Van den Bergh in [VB3] . The algebras break into two cases, the first of which is when T satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.5. The other case is when gldim T˝" 2. In the latter case we
show that there is a Morita context between T and a second elliptic algebra T 1 to which Theorem 4.5 can be applied. This is enough to prove that T is also a minimal elliptic surface.
The formal definitions are as follows.
Example 5.1. The (quadratic) Sklyanin algebra is defined to be
where ra : b : cs P P 2 Σ for a (known) set Σ. Here, S contains a canonical central element g P S 3 such that S{gS -BpE, L, σq for an elliptic curve E with a line bundle L of degree 3. In this paper we assume that |σ| " 8, from which it follows that the 3-Veronese ring T " S p3q is an elliptic algebra, which we sometimes call the Sklyanin elliptic algebra. See, for example, [ATV1, Theorem 6.8(1)] for the details.
Example 5.2. The cubic Sklyanin algebra is defined as
for ra:b:cs P P 2 Σ for a known set Σ. Then S 1 contains a central element g P S 1 4 so that S 1 {gS 1 -BpE, L 1 , σq for an elliptic curve E with a line bundle L 1 of degree 2. As above, we assume that |σ| " 8, and so pS 1 q p4q is an elliptic algebra. Details are in [ATV1] as above. We will not need to treat this case separately, since the Veronese ring pS 1 q p2q is a noncommutative quadric in the sense of the next example (this is implicit in [VB3] and proven explicitly in [DL, Theorem 7 .1]).
Example 5.3. Assume now that char k " 0. For the purposes of this paper we define noncommutative quadrics as follows. First, let Skl 4 denote a 4-dimensional Sklyanin algebra; thus Skl 4 is the k-algebra with 4 generators x 0 , . . . , x 3 and the 6 relations
where the subscripts are taken to be t1, 2, 3u mod 3 and the α i satisfy α 1 α 2 α 3`α1`α2`α3 " 0 and tα i u X t0,˘1u " H. Significant properties from [SSf] are that S " Skl 4 is a noetherian Artin-Schelter regular domain of dimension 4 with the Hilbert series p1´tq´4 of a polynomial ring in 4 variables. Moreover, S has a two-dimensional space of central homogeneous elements V Ă S 2 . The factor ring S{SV is isomorphic to a twisted homogeneous coordinate ring BpE, L, σq, where E is a smooth elliptic curve and σ is an automorphism given by translation by a point also denoted σ P E. However, L is now a line bundle of degree 4. For the purposes of this paper we again assume that |σ| " 8.
Given a non-zero element Ω P V we define the Van den Bergh quadric Q VdB " Q VdB pΩq " S{SΩ. As explained, for example in [SmV] this is an Artin-Schelter Gorenstein domain. Fixing a basis element g for the image of V in Q VdB ensures that T " Q VdB p2q is an elliptic algebra, which we term a quadric elliptic surface.
The structure of Q VdB depends upon the choice of Ω and so we refine our notation as follows. We use the notation from [SmV, (10. 3)], where the reader is referred for more details. First identify E Ă PpS1 q.
Given two points p, q P E we can define a left S-line module Lppqq " S{SW , where W Ă S 1 consists of the forms vanishing on the line pq Ă PpS1 q. It is known that, up to scalar multiple, there exists a unique Ω P V vanishing on Lppqq. In fact, Ω depends only on the sum r " p`q under the group law on E, so we write Ω " Ωprq. Finally, we define Q VdB prq " S{SΩprq. As noted in [SmV, (10. 3)], Q VdB prq " Q VdB p´r´2σq.
Remark 5.4. The characteristic zero hypothesis is only needed in Example 5.3 because this hypothesis is assumed in the results we cite from [LS, VB1] , and we conjecture that all the results hold over arbitrary fields.
Certainly our results on quadratic Sklyanin algebras are characteristic-free, and one can give characteristicfree proofs for the results on cubic Sklyanin algebras.
We remark that in [VB3] , Van den Bergh actually defines his quadrics as certain categories deforming the category of quasicoherent sheaves on a commutative quadric surface. It is only after his classification that one can identify his "elliptic" quadrics as qgr-R for factors R of Skl 4 . Since this relationship is not relevant to the present paper, we refer the interested reader to [VB3] and [StV, Sections 11 and 12] for the details.
Much is known about the Van den Bergh quadrics, and we begin by collecting some of those known facts.
We start with another definition.
Definition 5.5. If R is an elliptic algebra, then qgr-R is called smooth if it has finite homological dimension.
By [RSS4, Lemma 6.8] , this is equivalent to asserting that gldim R˝ă 8.
Lemma 5.6. Let Q " Q VdB prq " S{Ωprq for some r P E, and let E 2 denote the points of order 2 in E.
Then:
(1) qgr-Q is smooth if and only if r`σ R E 2 .
(2) Assume that r`σ R E 2 . Then either Q˝is simple hereditary or gldim Q˝" 2. In the latter case Qh as, up to isomorphism, a unique finite dimensional simple module, say of dimension d. This occurs if and only if r " ω`nσ for some ω P E 2 , n P Z t´1u, with d " |n`1|.
(3) If r`σ P E 2 , then Q˝is simple of infinite global homological dimension.
(4) All the above results also hold for Q " Q VdB prq p2q .
(1) This is [SmV, Theorem 10 .2].
(2) By Lemma 3.3, Q˝is CM of finite injective dimension and Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 2, for any choice of r. As such, if qgr-Q is smooth then, necessarily, either Q˝is simple or gldim Q˝" 2, in which case Qh as at least one finite dimensional simple module. So we need to identify when the latter happens.
Recall that a fat point over Q (or S) is a 1-critical graded Q-module M . As such, there exists d such that dim k M n " d, for n " 0, called the multiplicity of M . Note that if M is a 1-critical S-module, then either M is a g-torsion point module (and hence a B-module) or M is killed by at most one Ω P V , up to scalar multiples.
If M is a g-torsionfree point module, then [SSf, Proposition 2.4] implies that M is one of the 4 exceptional point modules M " M peq and, by [LS, Theorem 5.7] this implies that r P tω, ω´2σu for some ω P E 2 . On the other hand, if M is a fat point of multiplicity d ą 1, then r P tω´1˘dσu by [SSn, Proposition 4.4] .
Moreover, by [SSn, Remark p.84] (3) Assume that r`σ P E 2 . By (1) gldim Q˝" 8 and, by (2), it cannot have any finite dimensional modules. Suppose, however, that Q˝is not a simple ring; thus it has a proper, nonzero prime factor ring A " Q˝{I. By [KL, Proposition 3.15] , GKdim A ď 1 and so, by [SW] , A has a nonzero finite dimensional module, a contradiction. Thus Q˝is simple.
(4) This follows immediately from the fact that qgr-Q " qgr-Q p2q (see for example [AS, Proposition 6.2]) and Q˝" pQ p2q q˝.
If r 1 " r`nσ for some n P Z then Van den Bergh shows there is a Morita context between Q VdB prq and Q VdB pr 1 q. In the next result, we show that if n " 1, this Morita context is given by a line ideal : a right ideal J of Q " Q VdB prq so that Q{J is a line module.
Lemma 5.7. Let Q " Q VdB prq be a Van den Bergh quadric, and let r 1 " r`σ. Then there is a right ideal J of Q so that End Q pJq -Q VdB pr 1 q " Q 1 and End Q VdB pr 1 q pJq -Q. Further, we may choose J to be a line ideal that is MCM.
Proof. Let Q 1 " Q VdB pr 1 q and A " Skl 4 . By [VB1, (7.12 ) and Lemma 7.4.3], there is a pQ 1 , Qq-bimodule J with hilb J " hilb Q´1{p1´tq 2`H ptq for some some Laurent polynomial Hptq so that End Q pJq -Q 1 . Technically, J is only defined as an element of qgr-Q, so we take J to be some representative in gr-Q of this equivalence class. In particular, from the proof and notation of [VB1, Lemma 7.4.3] we can take
so J is a right ideal of Q. Next, as Q 1 is a maximal order [RSS3, Proposition 2.4] it follows from [Co, Theorem 2.7] that Q 1 " End Q pJ˚˚q, and so we can replace J by J˚˚. Necessarily, GKdimpQ{Jq " 2 still holds and L " Q{J still has multiplicity one. However, by the CM condition, L now has no submodules of GKdim ď 1.
We now consider L as an A-module. By the CM condition for A, we have j A pLq " GKdim A´GKdim L " 2. Thus, by [LS, Proposition 2 .1(f)], both L _ " Ext 2 A pL, Aq and L _,_ " Ext 2 A pExt 2 A pL, Aq, Aq are CM over A with GK-dimension 2. Moreover, [LS, Proposition 2.1(d) ] implies that the natural map ψ : L Ñ L _,_ has GKdimpKerpψqq ď 1 and GKdimpCokerpψqq ď 0. Hence Kerpψq " 0 and L __ also has multiplicity 1. By [LS, Proposition 2.12 ] L _,_ is therefore a line module and, in particular, is cyclic. Since L __ only differs from L by a finite dimensional module, and has a prime annihilator [LS, Theorem 6.3] , it follows that L __ is a Q-module, say L _,_ " Q{J 1 . Moreover, J 1 Ě JQ ěm for some m. Since neither Q{J 1 nor Q{J has a non-zero, finite dimensional submodule, it follows that J " J 1 . By [SmV, Proposition 7.2] this also ensures that J is MCM, and so J is the right ideal we seek.
Finally, the assertion that End Q VdB pr 1 q pJq -Q follows from the fact that Q is a maximal order [RSS3, Proposition 2.4].
Lemma 5.8. Keep the set-up from Lemma 5.7 and let J be the pQ 1 , Qq-bimodule constructed there. Then
Proof. For J Q , the result follows from [RSS4, Lemma 5.6(2)], but a little more work is needed on the left. Let B " Q{Qg " BpE, N , σq and B 1 " Q 1 {Q 1 g " BpE, N 1 , σq for the appropriate invertible sheaves N , N 1 of degree 4 on E. By [RSS4, Lemma 5.6 (2) and Notation 2.2], J is a saturated right B-module, in the sense that it has no finite dimensional extensions. Moreover it is a torsion-free B-module as J is g-divisible.
As g acts centrally, J is a therefore a torsion-free left B 1 -module. We first prove that J is also saturated on the left. By [Le, (4.6.6) and Remark 5.8(4)], X " Hom B 1 pHom B 1 pJ , B 1 q, B 1 q is the maximal essential extension of J by finite dimensional left B 1 -modules. Moreover, X{J is finite dimensional, say with KX Ă J for K " B 1 ěm . Clearly X Ă Q gr pB 1 q " Q gr pBq and so if y P B then KXy Ď Jy Ď J. Hence Xy`J is a finite dimensional extension of J and so Xy Ď X. Thus X is a right B-module which, as J B is saturated, implies that X " J; in other words, J is saturated as a left B 1 -module. Therefore, by [AV, Theorem 1.3] , J " À ně0 H 0 pE, N 1 n b Oppq σ n q, for some divisor p. Since J Q is a line ideal, dim J 1 " dim Q 1´2 " 2, and so deg p "´2, by Riemann-Roch. Therefore, [Rg, Lemma 3.1] implies that J is generated in degree 1 as a left B 1 -module. By the graded Nakayama lemma, J is also generated in degree 1 as a left Q 1 -module.
We immediately obtain:
Corollary 5.9. Let Q " Q VdB prq be a quadric surface, and let r 1 " r`nσ for some n P Z. Then there is a graded rank one torsionfree right Q-module M " M r 1 ,r so that End Q pM q -Q VdB pr 1 q " Q 1 , and both Q 1 M and M Q are finitely generated.
Proof. Take M to be the appropriate product of the bimodules J constructed by Lemma 5.7. So, fix such a Q " Q VdB pω´σq, set Q 1 " Q VdB pωq and let J be the right ideal of Q constructed in Lemma 5.7; thus J is a pQ 1 , Qq-bimodule. Let M " J˝. Since End pQ 1 q˝p M q " End Q 1 pJq˝" Q˝is simple, M is a projective left pQ 1 q˝-module by the Dual Basis Lemma. As gldimpQ 1 q˝" 2 and gldim Q˝" 8, certainly pQ 1 q˝and Q˝are not Morita equivalent. Thus pQ 1 q˝M is not a generator; equivalently M M˚ " pQ 1 q˝and so Q 1 {JJ˚is infinite-dimensional. We claim that Q 1 {JJ˚-krgs.
By Lemma 5.8, Q 1 J and J Q are generated by J 1 , which has dimension 2. In particular, Jr1s is in the set M of right MCM Q-modules defined in [SmV, 5.3] . Thus by [SmV, Lemma 7 .1], dimpJ˚q 0 " 2, say with basis ta, bu. If Ja " Jb, then Jab´1 " J and so ab´1 P End Q 1 pJq 0 " Q 0 " k, which is impossible. Thus Ja " Jb. Since J " Q 1 J 1 it follows that dimpJJ˚q 1 ě 3; equivalently codimpJJ˚q 1 ď 1. We note also that Jă 0 " 0 as J is not cyclic.
By [RSS4, Lemma 5.6S (2)], J is saturated and so, as in the proof of Lemma 5.8, we may write B "
Q{Qg " BpE, N , σq, and J " À ně0 H 0 pE, Opqq b N n q, for some invertible sheaf N and divisor q with deg q "´2. By [RSS2, Lemma 6.14] (5.11) J˚Ď pJ q˚" à ně0 H 0 pE, N n b Op´qq σ n q.
By [RSS4, Lemma 5.6 ] and [RSS2, Lemma 2.12], J and hence J˚are g-divisible. Thus dim J0 " dim J˚0 " 2 by the last paragraph, while dimpJ q0 " 2 by (5.11) and Riemann-Roch. Thus, J˚0 " pJ q0 . By [Rg, Lemma 3 .1] and (5.11), pJq˚is generated in degree zero and so J˚" pJq˚. By [Rg, Lemma 3 .1], again, pJJ˚q n " B n for n ě 2. Since pJJ˚q n`2 Ě gpJJ˚q n , it follows that codimpJJ˚q n`2 ď codimpJJ˚q n for all n P N. This codimension is bounded by 1 in degrees 0 and 1, so codimpJJ˚q n ď 1 for all n ě 0. Conversely, as dim Q 1 {JJ˚" 8, clearly pJJ˚q n ‰ Q 1 n holds for all n ě 0. Thus P " Q 1 {JJ˚is a point module, from which it follows that P is g-torsionfree since P˝ " 0. Thus P -krgs, as claimed.
Since P " End Q pJq{JJ˚-krgs, the stable endomorphism ring of M " J˝is End Q˝p M q " pQ 1 q˝{M M˚" k.
By Proposition 4.7, Q˝therefore has an A 1 singularity.
We next note that these elliptic algebras never have line modules.
Lemma 5.12. Let A be a cg noetherian algebra of finite global dimension such that hilb A " p1´tq´n for some n ě 2. Then for d ą 1, the Veronese ring A pdq has no linear modules other than point modules.
Proof. Let L be a finitely generated graded A pdq -module with Hilbert series p1´tq´p. Let r L " L b A pdq A, and note that L " r L pdq . Let P ‚ Ñ r L Ñ 0 be a finite graded free resolution of r L. Thus, each P j -À ℓj i"1 Ar´a ij s for some natural numbers ℓ j , a ij and so hilb r L " F ptq{p1´tq n for F " ř j p´1q j ř i t aij . Since p " GKdimp r
Lq " GKdim L, we can cancel common factors of p1´tq from this equation to obtain a polynomial G P Zrts, with Gp1q ‰ 0, such that hilb r L " Gptq{p1´tq p . Rewriting G as an integer polynomial in 1´t gives hilb r L " Hptq`p ÿ
where H P Zrts and the c k P Z. Thus there exists f ptq P Qrts with leading term c p t p´1 {pp´1q! with dim r L n " f pnq for n " 0. Thus dim L n " dim r L dn " f pdnq for n " 0. But dim L n "`n`p´1 p´1˘b y hypothesis.
Thus, taking leading terms and multiplying by pp´1q! gives c p pdnq p´1 " n p´1 for n " 0. As d ą 1 and c p P Z this is only possible if p " 1.
Corollary 5.13. If T " Skl p3q or T " Skl 1p4q or T " Q VdB p2q , then T has no line modules.
Proof. For T " Skl p3q the result is immediate from Lemma 5.12. For the other cases use the fact that Q VdB (and hence T " Skl 1p2q ) is, by definition, a factor of the Sklyanin algebra A " Skl 4 (see Example 5.3).
Putting together the results of this section gives our main theorem.
Theorem 5.14. Let T " Q VdB p2q or T " Skl p3q or T " Skl 1p4q . Then T is a minimal elliptic surface.
Indeed, suppose that T Ď R Ă T pgq is a finitely graded overring such that either R is noetherian or p R is finitely graded. Then R " T .
Proof. Suppose first that T˝is simple. By Proposition 5.10 and Corollary 5.13, T Ď R satisfies Hypothesis 3.1. Thus the result follows from Theorem 4.5.
Now suppose that T˝is not simple. Then Proposition 5.10 and Lemma 5.6 imply that T " Q p2q , where Q " Q V dB pω`kσq for some ω P E 2 and k P N. Let Q 8 " pQ V dB pω´σqq p2q . By Corollary 5.9 there exists a pQ 8 , T q-bimodule K Ă Q gr pT q " Q gr pQ 8 q such that End T pKq " Q 8 and, conversely, End Q8 pKq " T .
Suppose that the theorem is false, say for the overring T R Ă T pgq . As in the first paragraph of the proof of Proposition 3.7 we can replace R by p R and thereby assume that R " p R is finitely graded. We aim for a contradiction.
Note that K˚" Hom T pK, T q " Hom Q8 pK, Q 8 q as sub-bimodules of Q gr pT q. Set m " KK˚; this is an ideal of Q 8 which, since Q8 is simple, contains g n for some n ě 1. Let U " Q 8`K RK˚, which is certainly a finitely graded ring with Q 8 Ď U Ď pQ 8 q pgq " T pgq . If v P p U , then g m v P U for some m ě 1 and so g m pK˚vKq Ď K˚U K Ď R " p R. Thus K˚vK Ď R and so mvm " KK˚vKK˚Ď U . Thus
Thus p U is finitely graded. By Theorem 4.5 this forces p U " Q 8 and so pK˚KqRpK˚Kq Ď K˚Q 8 K " K˚K Ď T . Therefore, T and R are equivalent orders which, by [Rg, Theorem 6.7] , implies that T " R.
Remark 5.15. Suppose that T is one of the algebras in the Theorem, and that T R " p R Ď T pgq is a g-divisible graded overring. Then we can further apply Theorem 4.5 to conclude that dim R n " 8 for some n ě 0. If T˝is simple one can even show that dim R 0 " 8 and we conjecture that this holds without the assumption of simplicity.
The conclusion of Theorem 5.14 also extends to Sklyanin algebras and Van den Bergh's quadrics themselves.
Corollary 5.16. Let S " Skl or S " Skl 1 or S " Q VdB . Then S is a minimal surface in the sense that if S Ď U Ă S pgq for some cg noetherian ring U then S " U .
Proof. Fix such a ring U and pick d so that T " S pdq is an elliptic algebra. Then T Ď U pdq Ď T pgq . By [AS, Lemma 4 .10] U pdq is noetherian and cg and so, by Theorem 5.14, U pdq " T . If U " S, pick v P U nd`r S nd`r for some n and 0 ă r ă d. Then vS d´r 1 Ď U pdq " S pdq Ă S. Since S is generated in degree 1 it follows that vS ěd Ď S and hence that pvS`Sq{S is finite dimensional. By the CM property for S (see [Le, (4.6.6 ) and
Remark 5.8(4)]) this forces v P S and hence U " S.
6.
Overrings not contained in T pgq .
Let T be one of the algebras from Theorem 5.14, or indeed any minimal elliptic surface; thus there is no noetherian cg ring T U Ă T pgq . There do, however, exist cg noetherian overrings of T inside Q gr pT q.
Indeed, for any integer n ě 2 one has T Ď R " kxT n g 1´n y. This is of course a rather "cheap" counterexample since after a change of grading, kxT n g 1´n y -T pnq under the homomorphism xg 1´n Þ Ñ x for all x P T n . As we show in this section the possible cg noetherian overrings of T are tightly constrained, and are all quite similar to the "cheap" example above. We do, however, need the technical assumption that the overring is a maximal order.
Theorem 6.1.
(1) Let T be a minimal elliptic surface and let T Ď R Ď Q gr pT q be a cg noetherian overring of T that is a maximal order in Q gr pT q. Then for each n there is ℓ ě n so that R n " T ℓ g n´ℓ , and there exist integers M ě N ě 1 so that R pN q " kxT M g N´M y -T pMq .
(2) Similarly, let S " Q VdB or S " Skl or S " Skl 1 and let d " deg g. Let S Ď A Ď Q gr pSq be a cg noetherian overring of S that is a maximal order in Q gr pSq. Then for all n, there is ℓ P Z so that A n " g ℓ S n´dℓ , and there are integers N, M ě 1 so that A pN q -S pMq .
(1) For j P N, define (6.2) φ j : Q gr pT q Ñ pQ gr pTpj`1q by φ j pf q " f g jn for all f P Q gr pT q n .
Since g is central, φ j is a k-algebra homomorphism. Since R is cg, and hence a finitely generated algebra,
We begin by following the proof of [RSS2, Proposition 9.1], although as our notation is slightly different we give most of the details.
Let U be generated in degrees ď r, so U n " ř r i"1 U i U n´i for all n ą r. As in [RSS2] , the fact that gT pgq is a completely prime ideal implies that hpnq`hpmq ě hpn`mq for all n, m P N and, moreover, that (6.3)
hpnq " minthpn´iq`hpiq : 1 ď i ď ru for n ą r, with the obvious convention if any of these numbers equals 8. Now choose 1 ď K ď r so that λ " hpKq{K is minimal. Applying induction to (6.3), we have hpnq ě λn for all n P N, and this forces (6.4) hpnKq " nhpKq for all n P N.
Since U " φ j pRq Ď pT pgpj`1q and U K ‰ 0, the number N " K{pj`1q is an integer. Let D " hpKq, and note that D ă K, since if D " K then U K Ď g K T pgq , and so R N Ď g N T pgq , contradicting T N Ď R N .
Let M " K´D. By (6.4), U nK Ď g nD T pgq for all n P N. Thus the function U nK Ñ pT pgnM given by
x Þ Ñ xg´n D is well-defined, and induces an injective vector space homomorphism θ : U pKq Ñ T pMq pgq with θpU pKk`gT pgq . It is routine to see that θ is an algebra homomorphism.
Let V " θpU pKand Z " z V rgs Ď T pgq . Since T 1 Ă R, both g j T 1 and g K´1 T 1 are contained in U . Thus g M´1 T 1 " θpg K´1 T 1 q Ă V , and in particular g M P V . By Lemma 2.17, Z and Z pMq are finitely generated left and right V -modules and are thus cg noetherian. Further, as g M´1 T 1 Ď V , we have Z Ě T which, as T is a minimal elliptic surface, forces T " Z. Thus V " θpU pKĎ T and so U pKq Ď T .
We claim that in fact U Ď T . To see this, take U n " 0. Since R Ě T , clearly U n Ě g a T b for some a, b ě 1.
Therefore, g apK´1q U n T bpK´1q " U n pg a T b q K´1 Ď U nK Ď T . As T is g-divisible, it follows that U n T c Ď T for c " bpK´1q. Hence U n T ěc " U n T c T Ď T and so pU n T`T q{T is a finite dimensional extension of T . As in the proof of Corollary 5.16, the CM property therefore forces U n Ď T . Hence U Ď T , as claimed.
It remains to get a detailed understanding of the graded pieces U n of U . To this end, define a graded subspace W of T by
Let n, m be such that W n , W m ‰ 0. Using the equation hpn`mq ď hpnq`hpmq we have
Thus W is a ring. The definition of h and g-divisibility of T force U Ď W and we may clearly extend θ to an isomorphism θ : W pKq -Ñ T pMq .
We next want to understand the structure of W over its Veronese subalgebras. By [AS, Lemma 4.10] , U is a finitely generated left and right module over U pKq . For 1 ď i ď K´1, let U piq " À n U nK`i . This is finitely generated as a right U pKq -module, say by À ni n"0 U nK`i . Using (6.3), it follows for n ě n i that hpnK`iq " min n 1 ďni phpn 1 K`iq`hppn´n 1 qKqq " pn´n i qhpKq`min n 1 ďni phpn 1 K`iq`hppn i´n 1 qKqq " pn´n i qhpKq`hpn i K`iq. (6.5)
Consequently, W nK`i " W niK`i W pn´niqK " W pn´niqK W niK`i for 1 ď i ď K´1 and n ě n i , and so W is a finitely generated left and right W pKq -module. Now θpW pK" T pMq is a finitely generated module over V " θpU pKon both sides, and so W pKq is a finitely generated U pKq -module on both sides. Thus W is finitely generated as a U pKq -module and hence as a U -module on both sides. Since T Ď R, it is clear that Q gr pU q " Q gr pW q " pQ gr pTpj`1q . 1 As R and therefore U are maximal orders, U " W . It follows that V " θpW pK" T pMq .
Finally, for n P N, we have R n " φ´1pW pj`1qn q " g hppj`1qnq´nj T pj`1qn´hppj`1qnq .
Pick m P N. Then, as pj`1qN " K and hpKmq " hpKqm, we have R N m " g hpKmq´N jm T Km´hpKmq " g pN´Mqm T Mm and so R pN q " kxg N´M T M y -T pMq . As R N Ě T N we have M ě N and the result is proved.
(2) Our notation in this part of the proof is that Veronese rings are not regraded; so pA pKKn " A Kn for all n P N and g P T d " S d . A number of the steps of the proof exactly parallel those from Part (1), in which case the proof is left to the reader.
For j P N, extend φ j to a map ψ j : Q gr pSq Ñ Q gr pS pjd`1by ψ j pf q " f g jn for all f P Q gr pSq n . As in Part (1), each ψ j is an injective graded algebra homomorphism, and ψ j pAq Ď S pgq for some j. Set ψ " ψ j and X " ψpAq. Define h : N Ñ N Y t8u by hpnq " maxti : X n Ď g i S pgq u, with hpnq " 8 if X n " 0. (1), hpn`mq ď hpnq`hpmq for all n, m P N and hpnq satisfies the analogue of (6.3).
As in Part
Set R " A pdq Ě T " S pdq . Then R and U " ψpA pdĎ T pgq have the same properties as their counterparts in Part (1) of the proof. In particular, there is an integer K, which we may take to be a multiple of d, so that hpnKq " nhpKq for all n P N. Further, there is a graded ring homomorphism θ : U pKq Ñ T pgq with θpxq " g´h pdeg xq x for all homogeneous x P U pKq and, moreover, V " θpU pKk`gT pgq . Set Z " z V rgs.
Using the fact that T is a minimal elliptic surface by Theorem 5.14, the arguments of Part (1) show that Z " T is a finitely generated V -module on both sides. Moreover U Ď T .
We next claim that X Ď S. Certainly there exists L such that X pLq " U pLq Ď T pLq (in fact L " pdj`1qd will work). As A Ě S, if X n " 0 then X n Ě g a S b , for some a, b ě 1. Now the proof from Part (1) that U Ď T can be used essentially unchanged to show that X Ď S.
Clearly Y n Ě X n for all n by g-divisibility of S. Using the inequality hpn`mq ď hpnq`hpmq gives Y n Y m " g hpnq`hpmq S n`m´dphpnq`hpmqq Ď g hpn`mq S n`m´dhpn`mq " Y n`m , and so Y is a k-algebra.
Recall that T " Z is a finitely generated module over V " θpU pKq q. As in Part (1), each U piq " À n U nK`i is finitely generated as a right U pKq -module, say by À ni n"0 U nK`i . Equation (6.5) then follows formally and this now ensures that Y is a finitely generated Y pKq -module on both sides. It follows that Y pKq is a finitely generated U pKq -module on both sides and thus Y is a finitely generated X-module on both sides. As in Part (1), Q gr pY q " Q gr pXq and as X -A is a maximal order, Y " X. This proves the first assertion of Part (2). The final sentence follows as in Part (1).
One of the significant consequences of [RSS2] is that graded maximal orders contained in T are automatically noetherian. We conjecture that in the main theorems of this paper, Theorems 4.5 and 6.1 as well as Corollary 5.16, the same is true for overrings. More precisely: Conjecture 6.6. Theorem 6.1(1) holds even if R, respectively A, is not assumed to be noetherian. In particular, and in the notation of the theorem, finitely graded maximal orders T Ď R Ď Q gr pT q are automatically noetherian. Similar comments hold for overrings of S.
We next give a couple of examples that show that one cannot easily improve on Theorem 6.1. Following the discussion at the beginning of the section, and by analogy with [RSS2, Proposition 9 .1], one might hope that any cg noetherian overring T Ď U Ď Q gr pT q would have the form U " kxT n`1 g´ny for some n. As the next example shows, this is not the case.
Example 6.7. Let T " Skl p3q , the 3-Veronese of a quadratic Sklyanin algebra and set U " kxT 1 , g´1T 3 y " k`T 1`T3 g´1`T 4 g´1`T 6 g´2`T 7 g´2`...
Then U is a noetherian cg maximal order with U T that cannot be written as U " kxT n`1 g´ny for any n.
However, up to a change of grading, U p2q -T p3q .
Proof. Note that φ 1 pU q " R " kxgT 1 , gT 3 y, in the notation from the proof of the theorem. Since g is central and T is generated in degree one it is easy to see that pgT 1 q 2 " g 2 T 2 Ď gT 3 and hence that R p4q " kxgT 3 y -T p3q . Since T p3q is noetherian, so are R p4q and hence R by [AS, Lemma 4.10(3) ]. It is an easy exercise to see that U is not generated by any set T n`1 g´n.
It remains to prove that R is a maximal order. Throughout the proof we keep the grading from T ; thus R is generated in degrees 2 and 4, while degpgq " 1. First, by [BH, Proposition 3.37 ], R p4q -T p3q is a maximal order. So, suppose that R Ď A is an equivalent order. Then A p4q is equivalent to R p4q by [BH, Lemma 3.32] and hence A p4q " R p4q . We next show that A Ď T . Let a P A T be homogeneous. Since A p4q " R p4q clearly degpaq " 4e`2 for some e P N. Since g 2 P R we have g 2 a P R p4q Ď k`gT and so a P g´1T . As a R T , then a " g´1x for some x P T gT . Notice that g does not divide x 2 since gT is a completely prime ideal. Hence a 2 " g´2x 2 R T ; a contradiction. Thus A Ď T . Now let a P A 4e`2 for some e P N. Write a " g u v with u as large as possible. Writing a as a sum of terms we may also assume that v " v 1 v 2 with v 1 , v 2 P T and deg v 1 " 1. Then g 2u v 2 P A 8e`4 " R 8e`4 " g 2e`1 T 6e`3 .
As gT is completely prime, g does not divide v 2 and so 2u ě 2e`1, hence u ą e. Thus we can rewrite a " g e`1 v 1 w 2 " pgv 1 qpg e w 2 q where, now, w 2 P T 3e . Thus, g e w 2 P g e T 3e " R 4e and a P R p4q xgT 1 y " R, as required.
As the next example shows, if one merely assumes that U is a noetherian cg overring of T in Theorem 6.1, then more complicated examples can arise.
Example 6.8. Let T " Skl p3q , the 3-Veronese of a quadratic Sklyanin algebra with factor B " T {gT . Set R " pgT q p2q`T p4q and let U " φ´1 1 pRq, where φ 1 is defined by (6.2). Then U and R are noetherian cg rings such that p R p2q " T p2q is a finitely generated R-module on both sides. Similarly,
with V a finitely generated U -module on both sides. However, both p R p2q {R and V {U are infinite dimensional, so U has noetherian overrings that are substantially larger than itself.
Proof. Clearly φ 1 pT q " kxgT 1 y Ď k`pgT q p2q Ď R Ď T p2q " φ 1 pV q. Thus T Ď U Ď V and all the assertions about U follow from the corresponding assertions about R.
Since
On the other hand as T p4q Ă R Ď T p2q and T p2q is a (left and right) noetherian T p4q -module, so is R. Hence R is a noetherian ring and p R is a noetherian R-module on both sides. It remains to prove that dim k T p2q {R " 8. Since pgT q p2q is an ideal of R, it suffices to prove that T p2q {pgT q p2q -B p2q is not a finite dimensional extension of R{pgT q p2q . Since
the assertion follows. Remark 6.9. Let S " Skl be a quadratic Sklyanin algebra, and let T " S p3q . For the purposes of this remark, define a minimal model to be a cg noetherian algebra T 1 containing g and birational to T with the property that if T 1 R 1 Ď T 1 pgq , then T 1 " R 1 (thus we are not assuming that T 1 is elliptic). The ultimate aim in the present project is, of course, to classify all the minimal models birational to T (or S) and then to prove that any finitely graded maximal order R birational to S can be obtained from such a minimal model by blowing up (including virtual blowing up as in [RSS2] ) finitely many points on the elliptic curve E.
However, unlike the commutative situation, we expect there to be more minimal models than just the noncommutative projective plane and quadrics. More precisely, reflexive right ideals P of S have been classified through formal moduli spaces [NS] , with a discrete invariant cpP q analogous to a second Chern class and a continuous one deforming a Hilbert scheme of points. By analogy with work on the Weyl algebra (see for example [BW] ), we hope that End S pP q -End S pP 1 q ðñ cpP q " cpP 1 q for reflexive right ideals P, P 1 .
Analogous results should hold if S is replaced by T or Q VdB or their Veronese rings.
The expectation is that the corresponding endomorphism rings EndpP q will then give all minimal models birational to S. For elliptic algebras a stronger conjecture will be given in Conjecture 8.11.
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension
Let T be a minimal elliptic surface; by definition GKdim T " 3. Theorem 5.14 and Corollary 5.16 can be viewed as saying that any noetherian graded maximal order lying strictly between T and Q gr pT q must be significantly larger than T . In this section we prove that this is true in the sense of GK-dimension as well:
any proper noetherian graded overring of T contained in T pgq has GK-dimension ě 4. We also show that, when T " Skl p3q or T " Skl 1p4q or T " Q VdB p2q , any proper overring of T˝has GK-dimension ě 3.
We first give some elementary computations on linear systems on elliptic curves. Let E be an elliptic curve and let K " kpEq. If f P K, we write (7.1) pf q " pf q 0´p f q 8
for the divisor of f , where both pf q 0 and pf q 8 are effective and of minimal degree. If D is a divisor on E, we write |D| " H 0 pE, OpDqq, which we identify with tf P K : pf q`D ě 0u.
If y P K then (7.2) y|D| " tf P K : y´1f P |D|u " tf : pf q`D ě pyqu " |D´pyq| Ď |D`pyq 8 |.
We need the following elementary lemmas.
Lemma 7.3. Let D, D 1 be divisors on E such that deg inftD, D 1 u ą 0. Then |D|`|D 1 | " |suptD, D 1 u|.
Proof. Certainly |D|, |D 1 | Ď |suptD, D 1 u|. For the other inclusion, we count dimensions. We have:
|D| X |D 1 | " tf P K : pf q ě´D,´D 1 u " tf : pf q ě supt´D,´D 1 uu " |inftD, D 1 u|. Proof. By (7.2) we have x|D| " |D´pxq|, y|D| " |D´pyq|. We have inftD´pxq, D´pyqu " D´pxq 0´p yq 0 by hypothesis and so deg inftD´pxq, D´pyqu " deg D´a´b ą 0. Thus by Lemma 7.3 we have x|D|`y|D| " |D´pxq|`|D´pyq| " |suptD´pxq, D´pyqu| " |D`pxq 8`p yq 8 |, again using our assumption on the supports of pxq and pyq.
In the next result, let σ be an infinite order translation automorphism of E. We work inside Krt; σs.
Lemma 7.5. Let y P K k be such that all points in the support of pyq have disjoint σ-orbits, and let
Proof. Certainly W n X Kt m is spanned by
Each of these is contained |F pn, mq|t m , giving one inclusion.
We show the other inclusion by induction on n ě m. Certainly W m X Kt m " V m " |F pm, mq|t m , so assume that n ą m. By induction, W n´1 X Kt m " |F |t m , where F " F pn´1, mq.
Choose 0 ď j ď m´1. Then W n X Kt m Ě py σ j W n´1`yσ j`1 W n´1 q X Kt m " py σ j |F |`y σ j`1 |F |qt m " |F`py σ j q 8`p y σ j`1 q 8 |t m , by Lemma 7.4,
where we have used that deg F ě deg D ą 2d.
So
W n X Kt m Ě m´1 ÿ j"0 |F`py σ j q 8`p y σ j`1 q 8 |t m " |sup j F`py σ j q 8`p y σ j`1 q 8 |t m using Lemma 7.3
" |F`m ÿ j"0 py σ j q 8 |t m by assumption on y " |F pn, mq|t m , as needed.
We now give a result on the GK-dimension of overrings of TCRs of elliptic curves.
Proposition 7.6. Let B " BpE, L, σq where E is an elliptic curve, σ has infinite order, and L is an ample invertible sheaf, and let B C Ď Q gr pBq where C is Z-graded with dim C 0 ą 1. Then GKdim C ě 3.
Proof. We write K " kpEq and C " À C i t i Ď Krt, t´1; σs. By hypothesis there exists y P C 0 k. Let d " degpyq 0 ą 0.
Choose a positive integer c so that all points in the support of pyq have disjoint σ c -orbits and so that deg L c ą 2d. Let C 1 " pBxyyq pcq . It suffices to prove that GKdim C 1 ě 3.
We note that C 1 " kxW y where W " k`ky`H 0 pE, L c qt c . By Lemma 7.5 we have dim W n ě pn`1qp2n`1q 6 " n 3 6`O pn 2 q, and so GKdim C 1 ě 3. (A little more work will show that GKdim C 1 " 3 but this is all that is required.)
Applying this to elliptic surfaces, we obtain: So, suppose that R 0 Q x´1 1 x 2 g m , for some m ě 0 and x i P T gT . Then p R ď0 Q z " x´1 1 x 2 with z P T pgq gT pgq . Thus p R`gT pgq Ě T xzy and hence p R Ě T xzy. Therefore, by Proposition 7.6, GKdim p R{g p R ě 3.
Note that R˝" p p Rq˝. Therefore, by [RSS1, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2], there is a filtered isomorphism θ :
R˝" ÝÑ R{pg´1qR, with grpR˝q " p R{g p R. Thus, GKdim grpR˝q ě 3. By [KL, Lemma 6 .5], GKdim R˝ě GKdim grpR˝q. Therefore, by [KL, Proposition 3.15] , GKdim R ě GKdim R˝`1. Putting this together
gives GKdim R ě 4.
We also have:
Theorem 7.8. Let T " Skl p3q or T " pSkl 1 q p4q or T " Q VdB p2q . If A is an algebra with T˝ A Ď QpT˝q then GKdim A ě 3 " GKdim T˝`1.
Proof. We first establish the result if T˝is simple. Using Notation 3.6 and [RSS2, p.2099] , A " pΦAq˝and so T ΦA Ď T pgq . Since ΦA " y ΦA, Remark 5.15 implies that dim ΦA 0 ą 1. Thus by Proposition 7.6, GKdim ΦA ě 3. Now suppose that GKdim A " α ă 3. Since ΦpAq Ď Arg, g´1s, it follows from [KL, Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.5] that β " GKdim ΦpAq ď GKdim Arg, g´1s ď α`1. Now, as gT pgq X ΦpAq " gΦpAq is a nonzero ideal of the domain ΦA, it follows from [KL, Proposition 3.15 ] that GKdim ΦA ď β´1 ď α ă 3.
This contradicts the first paragraph of the proof. Now suppose that T˝is not simple. As in the proof of Theorem 5.14, there are a simple quadric Q 8 and a pQ 8 , T q-bimodule K, which is finitely generated on both sides by Corollary 5.9, so that End T pKq " Q 8 and End Q8 pKq " T . Set K " K˝; thus L " K˚K Ă T˝and KK˚" Q8 as Q8 is simple. Let C " Q8`KAK˚.
If C " Q8, then LAL Ď K˚Q8K Ď T˝. As T˝is a maximal order [RSS3, Proposition 2.4] , this implies that A Ď T˝, a contradiction. Thus C Q8 and so, by the first part of the proof, GKdim C ě 3.
Let A 1 " T˝`K˚CK Ď A. Now, KA 1 " K`KK˚CK " CK, and so CK is a pC, A 1 q-bimodule which is finitely generated, and clearly torsionfree, on both sides. Thus by [KL, Corollary 5.4 ], 3 ď GKdim C " GKdim C pCKq " GKdimpCKq A 1 " GKdim A 1 ď GKdim A, giving the result.
We conjecture that Theorem 7.8 holds if T is any minimal elliptic surface.
Remark 7.9. Theorem 7.8 is reminiscent of a striking result of Makar-Limanov [ML] on the localised Weyl algebra. If char k " 0 and A " kpxqrB, B´1s, for B " d dx he shows that if B is a ring with A B Ď FrpAq then GKdim B ą GKdim A; in fact GKdim B " 8.
General overrings in the locally hereditary case
The arguments of Section 3 can also be used to obtain information on the structure of arbitrary cg noetherian overrings of non-minimal elliptic surfaces T provided that T is locally hereditary in the sense that gldim T˝" 1. The main result of this section is an analogue of the classical result that any birational morphism of smooth projective surfaces is a composition of finitely many monoidal transformations [Ha, Theorem V.5.5.] .
We recall that for elliptic algebras T there is a good analogue of Castelnuovo's theorem on contracting (-1) rational curves. In order to state this we note that, if T is an elliptic algebra with qgr-T is smooth in the sense of Definition 5.5, then there is a well-defined intersection product [MS] , on qgr-T . This is given by pM¨N q " ř 8 i"0 p´1q i`1 dim Ext i qgr-T pM, N q, for M, N P gr-T . The noncommutative version of Castelnuovo's theorem is as follows.
Theorem 8.1. ([RSS4, Theorems 1.4, 1.5, and 8.1, Lemma 8.2]) Let T be an elliptic algebra so that qgr-T is smooth, and let L be a line module so that L has self-intersection pL¨Lq "´1. Then there is an elliptic algebra r T with T Ď r T Ď T pgq and so that r T {T -À iě1 Lr´is as right T -modules. Further, r T is the maximal submodule of Q gr pT q so that r T {T is isomorphic to a direct sum of shifts of L, and qgr-r T is smooth.
We refer to the construction of r T from T given in Theorem 8.1 as blowing down or contracting the line L.
We now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 8.2. Let T be an elliptic algebra of degree ě 3 such that T˝is hereditary and let T Ď R Ă T pgq be any g-divisible finitely graded overring. Then R is obtained from T by successively blowing down finitely many line modules L of self-intersection pL¨Lq "´1. In particular, R is elliptic.
We immediately note a simple corollary obtained by combining the theorem with Lemma 2.17:
Corollary 8.3. Let T be an elliptic algebra of degree ě 3 such that T˝is hereditary and let T Ď R Ă T pgq be any noetherian cg overring. Then there is an extension R Ď R 1 Ď T pgq , finitely generated as a left and right R-module, such that R 1 is obtained from T by successively blowing down finitely many line modules L of self-intersection´1.
The proof of Theorem 8.2 will take the whole section and we assume throughout that the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied. To begin, we may assume that T " R and, by Proposition 2.10, pick a critical module L so that some shift of L is contained in R{T and so that S " L˝is a simple submodule of R˝{T˝.
Without loss of generality, we may shift L so that mintn : L n " 0u " 0. If no such L is a line module (by Proposition 2.10 this is equivalent to saying that L has multiplicity dpLq ą 1), then the conditions of Hypothesis 3.1 are automatically satisfied. In this case Proposition 3.7 applies and leads to a contradiction.
Thus, we can and will assume that L is a line module.
The heart of the proof will be to prove the following fact.
Proposition 8.4. In the situation above, pL¨Lq "´1.
Before proving the proposition, we will show that this quickly implies the theorem.
